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Aharonov-Bohm interferences in the quantum Hall regime are observed when electrons are trans-
mitted between two edge channels. Such a phenomenon has been realized in 2D systems such as
quantum point contacts, anti-dots and p-n junctions. Based on a theoretical investigation of the
magnetotransport in stepped graphene, a new kind of Aharonov-Bohm interferometers is proposed
herewith. Indeed, when a strong magnetic field is applied in a proper direction, oppositely propagat-
ing edge states can be achieved in both terrace and facet zones of the step, leading to the interedge
scatterings and hence strong Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in the conductance in the quantum Hall
regime. Taking place in the unipolar regime, this interference is also predicted in stepped systems
of other 2D layered materials.
The fascinating properties of quantum hall devices
arise from their ideal 1D edge states formed in a 2D
electron system when a high magnetic field is applied
[1, 2]. These edge states are particularly attractive due
to their large coherence lengths, which is mandatory for
constructing electron interferometers. However, since the
edge channels are spatially separated, a mechanism for
creating the electron transmission between them is re-
quired to achieve the interference effects. In this regard,
one explored technique consists in building constrictions
(quantum point contacts) in a sample, where the in-
teredge tunneling paths can occur [3–17]. Setups consist-
ing of a pair of quantum point contacts with an internal
cavity has been demonstrated to work well as quantum
Hall, electronic Fabry-Pe´rot, and Aharonov-Bohm inter-
ferometers. Another mechanism has also been suggested
in systems consisting of an antidot introduced between
their edges [18–25]. Electronic currents encircling the
antidot can be achieved and a similar Aharonov-Bohm
(AB) interference is hence observed.
Graphene, a truly 2D material, is an ideal platform
for investigating quantum Hall and interference effects.
Remarkably, owning to an unique linear dispersion and
Dirac-like fermions [26], Landau levels and a half-integer
quantum Hall effect with an unusual quantized sequence
compared to the conventional systems have been ob-
served in graphene when a strong magnetic field (B-field)
is applied [27, 28]. In addition, with its semimetal charac-
ter, quantum Hall systems of graphene can work in both
the unipolar and bipolar regimes that can be generated
and controlled by gate voltages [28–35]. Interestingly, in
the bipolar regime the chiral edge states equilibration and
interedge scatterings at the p-n interfaces in graphene
have been observed, resulting in fractional conductance
plateaus [31].
With its typically high carrier mobilities, graphene is
also an ideal material to perform the investigation on
interference effects, including the Aharonov-Bohm one.
Several experimental and theoretical observations of the
AB effect in graphene nanorings have been reported
(i.e., see Ref. [36] and references therein). Remarkably,
graphene p-n junctions can also work as AB interferom-
eters [32–35] in the quantum Hall regime. In particular,
the oppositely propagating edge states are formed in two
different doped zones and their interaction at the p-n
interface acquires conductance oscillations of the AB pe-
riodicity at high B-fields.
Motivated by such scientific context, a new kind
of Aharonov-Bohm interferometers based on stepped
graphene channels is proposed herewith. These non-
planar systems have been actually achieved in several
experimental situations. For example, the step bunch-
ing on the SiC surface is often observed in epitaxial
graphene growth by thermal decomposition of SiC [37–
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FIG. 1. Stepped graphene (a) with the ribbon width W and
the length of facet zone LF . (b) Schematic of the side view
illustrating the applied magnetic field (red dashed lines of
arrows) and its normal components (green and blue arrows,
respectively) in both terrace and facet zones. θB and θS are
the angles of the field and of the facet zone relative to the
terrace one (Ox axis), respectively.
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247], a promising method for the production of large-area
high-quality graphene. These stepped graphene channels
with terrace size of several µm and step height of tens
nm can be controllably produced by varying the heating
rate [38]. Non-planar graphene systems have been also
synthesized in an even better controllable way by draping
graphene on pre-structured substrates [48–55].
In this work, a B-field is found to induce different ef-
fects on the electron motion in the terrace and facet zones
of stepped graphene, essentially resulting from the cre-
ation of different normal components of the field in these
zones. This feature has been also observed in several
non-planar systems of graphene [41–47] and 2DEG [56–
61], leading to anisotropic pictures when the transport
takes place in the directions aligned parallel and per-
pendicular to the step edge. Here, a novel phenomenon
is predicted when tuning the direction of B-field ap-
plied to stepped graphene. In particular, an inhomo-
geneous profile containing alternatively opposite normal
B-components along the channel can be created, thus in-
ducing accordingly opposite edge states. The interaction
between these edge states finally results in strong AB os-
cillations in the quantum Hall regime as presented in this
article.
The considered systems consist in graphene nanorib-
bons (GNRs) in the step geometry as illustrated in Fig.1.
In general, in-plane local strains can occur in the bent
zones of the step, however, have been demonstrated to
be small (i.e., < 1%) and negligible even in epitaxial
graphene [55, 62]. Moreover, such small local strains are
shown not to strongly affect the predicted AB interfer-
ence picture [63]. Therefore, these local strains are ne-
glected and the pz tight-binding Hamiltonian [26] is em-
ployed to compute the magneto-transport in this work.
In particular, when a B-field is applied,
H =
∑
n
Unc
†
ncn + t0
∑
〈n,m〉
eiφnmc†ncm (1)
where Un represents the potential energy at the n
th site,
t0 = −2.7 eV corresponds the nearest-neighbor hopping
energies, and φnm =
e
~
∫ rm
rn
A(r)dr is the Peierls phase
describing the effects of the B -field. Here, the magnetic
field B = B(cos θB , 0, sin θB) is considered by introduc-
ing the vector potential A(r) = −B(y sin θB , z cos θB , 0).
The above Hamiltonian is solved using the Green’s-
function technique [63–65], allowing for the calculation of
the transport quantities perpendicular to the step edges,
i.e., along the Ox axis shown in Fig.1.
Fig.2a displays the dependence of conductance on B-
field applied in different directions in a step constituted
by an armchair GNR. As mentioned, the applied B-field
induces different normal components (BN ) in the terrace
and facet zones, i.e., BN = B sin θB (green arrows) and
−B sin(θS − θB) (blue arrow), respectively (see Fig.1b).
First, for θB > θS , BN -components pointing out in the
same direction are obtained, thus inducing the same
propagating edge states in the two zones as illustrated
in Fig.2b. Therefore, when a large B-field is applied, a
conventional Landau quantization is still obtained, i.e.,
the conductance represents quantized values as in Fig.2a
for θB = 90
◦. For θB ≡ θS , the BN -component in the
facet zone is canceled and hence the B-field has no effect
on the in-plane transport in this zone. Consequently, the
system behaves as a heterojunction consisting of finite-
and zero-magnetic field zones and the scatterings at their
interface basically explain the reduction of conductance
obtained for θB = 60
◦ ≡ θS displayed in Fig.2a.
Most interestingly, when 0 < θB < θS , two opposite
BN -components alternate in the terrace and facet zones,
as discussed above. Similarly to the effects of B-field in
different doped zones of graphene p-n junctions [31–33],
opposite edge states in the terrace and facet zones are
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FIG. 2. (a) Conductance as a function of B-field in a stepped
armchair GNR for different angles θB and with θS = 60
◦,
EF = 75 meV , LF ' 75 nm, and W ' 40 nm (i.e., number
of dimer lines Na = 324, a semiconducting GNR). (b,c) Dia-
grams illustrating the interedge scatterings for θB > θS and
θB < θS , when the normal B-components in the facet and
terrace zones (see Fig.1b) are pointing out in the same and
opposite directions, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Left-injected local density of states at B = 25.8 T
(a) and 27.4 T (b), corresponding to conductance peak and
valley, respectively (see Fig. 2a for θB = 30
◦).
created, thus inducing the strong interedge scatterings at
their interface as illustrated in Fig.2c. As an important
consequence, the conductance as a function of B-field
represents a strong AB oscillation in the quantum Hall
regime (see the case of θB = 30
◦ in Fig.2a). This result is
essentially due to the interedge backscatterings diagram-
matically described in Fig.2c and is further demonstrated
by analyzing the computed left-injected local density of
states in Fig.3, that illustrates the left-to-right electron-
wave propagation. Indeed, backscatterings are almost
absent (Fig.3a) when the phase coherence condition is
satisfied, leading to conductance peaks. In the phase
incoherence condition, strong interedge backscatterings
(Fig.3b) and hence a low conductance are achieved.
AB oscillation period observed in quantum rings with
area S is known to be given by ∆B = h/eS [66]. To
examine this property in the considered systems (for
θB < θS), the above formula should be rewritten as
∆B =
h
eS
1
|sin(θS − θB)| (2)
where S is the area of the surface enclosed by the edge
channel in the facet zone. Actually, the oscillation peri-
ods ∆B ' 3.61 T and 1.84 T are obtained in the high field
regime with the facet zones of ∼ 3000 nm2 and 6000 nm2,
respectively (see Fig.4a and additionally Figs.2a and 4b).
Indeed, the formula (2) predicts quite well these results
of ∆B if S ' 2332 nm2 and 4640 nm2 are considered,
which are about 22.5 % smaller than the area of the cor-
responding facet zones. Note that here, the edge states
are formed inside the facet zone (see Fig.3) and hence
the value of S in Eq.(2) to estimate ∆B is basically pro-
portional to but smaller than the area of the facet zone.
Thus, the origin of observed conductance oscillation is re-
ally the AB interference due to the interaction between
edge states in both terrace and facet zones.
The observed AB interference is also found to be sen-
sitive to some other structural parameters. First, per-
fect armchair GNRs can be divided in two main classes
with different electronic properties, either quasi-metallic
with negligible bandgap or semiconducting, depending on
the number of zigzag lines Nz across the ribbon width:
Nz = 3p + 2 and Nz 6= 3p + 2 [67], respectively. More-
over, in contrast to semiconducting ribbons, the first sub-
band of metallic GNRs is linear, thus inducing massless
fermions at low energies that contribute mainly to the
transport at high B-fields. As a consequence, a significant
(a) semiconducting GNRs
(b) metallic GNRs
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perfect edge
 disorder 1
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FIG. 4. (a,b) Conductance as a function of B-field at EF =
75 meV computed for semiconducting (Nz = 324 [67]) and
metallic (Nz = 326) GNR systems, respectively, with θS =
60◦, θB = 30◦, and W ' 40 nm. LF ' 75 nm and 150 nm are
studied in (a) while only LF ' 75 nm in (b). Except for the
perfect edge in (b), different disordered configurations with
the variation of ribbon width δW modeled by a Gaussian auto-
correlation function [63], particularly, with the rsm Wrsm =
0.6 nm and the correlation length ξ = 4.8 nm are considered.
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FIG. 5. Conductance map with respect to B-field and
Fermi energy obtained in the system presented in Fig.2a
for θB = 30
◦. The dashed line indicates the energy level
E1 = min{ET1 , EF1 } (see text).
difference in the interference effect in the stepped systems
made of these perfect GNRs is predicted. In particular,
even though the conductance oscillation is similarly ob-
served in both cases, the effect in the metallic systems
(see Fig.4b for the perfect edge case) is relatively weaker
than the one observed in the semiconducting GNRs (see
Fig.2a for θB = 30
◦).
Next, the effects of edge disorder, which are practically
inevitable and known to degrade strongly the transport
properties of GNRs [68–78], have to be evaluated. In
this work, disorder is modeled (see the details in [63])
either by a Gaussian autocorrelation function (presented
in Fig.4) or by randomly removing the edge atoms. The
edge disorder indeed degrades significantly the transport
at low fields. However, as shown in Figs.4a-b and in the
Supplementary Material [63], the AB oscillations at high
fields are found to be much more robust under the ef-
fect of the considered disorders than the zero-field trans-
port. This can be explained by a fascinating feature that
in the quantum Hall regime, the forward and backward
edge channels are spatially separated while the scatter-
ings at these disordered edges do not allow electrons to
transmit across the sample [63], thus not inducing the
strong backscatterings as at low fields. More interest-
ingly, the edge disorder even eliminates the difference
between the metallic and semiconducting GNR systems
discussed above (i.e., comparison of the results obtained
for perfect and disordered edges in Figs.2a and 4). Note
that a picture, similar to the metallic armchair GNR case,
is also observed in zigzag GNR systems, i.e., the AB os-
cillation is almost invisible for perfect edges but much
more pronounced in edge disordered ones [63].
In Fig.5, the conductance as a function of both Fermi
energy EF and B-field is presented. Basically, two typ-
ical zones, EF ≤ E1 and > E1, are specified where
E1 = min{ET1 , EF1 } with the first Landau levels ET1 =√
2e~v2FB| sin θB | and EF1 =
√
2e~v2FB| sin(θS − θB)|
[27] formed in the terrace and facet zones, respectively,
and vF is the Fermi velocity in graphene. In particular,
strong AB oscillations are predicted for EF ≤ E1 when
only a single energy band is presented in both terrace and
facet zones whereas the interference is blurred at higher
energies. This can be explained by an inherent property
of AB interference, similarly observed and demonstrated
in nanoring systems [79, 80], that the strong oscillations
can be observed when only a single energy band con-
tributes to the transport, otherwise the effect can be sig-
nificantly disturbed by the multi-bands contribution [63].
2
phosphorene
FIG. 6. Conductance as a function of B-field obtained in a
stepped phosphorene system with θS = 60
◦ and θB = 30◦.
W ' 40 nm, LF ' 110 nm and the Fermi level is at 10 meV
above the bottom of conduction bands.
It is very worth noting that the interedge scatterings
in the considered structures is achieved in the unipolar
regime. Therefore, different from the interference phe-
nomena reported in graphene p-n junctions, our predic-
tion can be achieved in both cases of semi-metallic and
semiconducting materials. Indeed, a similar AB interfer-
ence picture is obtained in monolayer phosphorene sys-
tems by tight-binding calculations [81] and is presented
in Fig. 6. Moreover, structural engineering for creat-
ing stepped structures can also allow for avoiding the
junction smoothness issues, that has been shown to of-
ten perturb dramatically similar quantum phenomena in
graphene p-n junctions [86]. Finally, this predicted mech-
anism for achieving AB interferences, in principle, can
be also applied to systems using ferromagnetic strips to
create inhomogeneous B -fields [87], however, obtaining
sharp junctions could be a practical challenge.
To conclude, the magnetotransport through stepped
graphene was investigated using atomistic tight-binding
5calculations. By applying the B-field in a proper direc-
tion, opposite normal components of the field can be
created, thus inducing opposite edge states, in the ter-
race and facet zones. The interedge scatterings were ob-
served, leading to strong Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in
the quantum Hall regime. The properties of this interfer-
ence, depending on the carrier energy and structural pa-
rameters, were systematically clarified. Moreover, since
it is observed in the unipolar regime, our prediction can
be also achieved in stepped systems made of other (both
semimetallic and semiconducting) 2D layered materials.
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1. Computational methodologies
In  order  to  compute  the  electronic  transport  through stepped  graphene systems,  we employed the
Green’s function technique [1] to solve the tight-binding Hamiltonian presented in the main text. In
particular, the retarded Green’s function is determined as
GR (E)=[E+i 0+.−H D−ΣL−ΣR ]
−1
 (S.1)
where HD is the device Hamiltonian and L,R  are self-energies describing the left and right device-to-
lead couplings, respectively. This equation was solved using the recursive method [2]. The transport
quantities such as transmission probability T(E), conductance G(EF) and local density of left- and right-
injected states DL,R(E,r) are then computed using the Landauer formalism as follows:
T(E) = Tr [ΓL GRΓR GR† ] (S.2)
G(EF) =
2e2
h ∫−∞
+∞
d E T (E)(−∂ f F∂E )  (S.3)
DL,R(E,r) =
GRΓL, R G
R†
2π
(S.4)
Here, ΓL, R=i [ΣL, R−ΣL , R† ] and fF(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function with the Fermi level EF.
The  total  local  density  of  states  can  be  computed  either  by  D(E,r)  =  DL(E,r)+DR(E,r)  or
D(E , r )=−ℑ(GR)/π .
82. Curvature-induced local strains in stepped graphene
In general, the non-planar geometry can induce in-plane strain inhomogeneities (i.e.,  local strains).
Different from the uniform strains, local strains can result in electron scatterings and can be effectively
described as the effects of strain-induced gauge fields in stepped graphene systems. These local strains
have been shown to be often observed in the detached regions, i.e., around the step edges [3-5].
However, it has been experimentally demonstrated that if no external stress is applied, only small local
strains can be observed in the stepped graphene systems, because of the mechanical robustness of
graphene layers. For instance, it has been investigated and reported in refs. [3,4] that graphene at the
step could experience small uniaxial strains (i.e., < 1%) relative to the rest of the sheet and  nearly
strain-free graphene is possible in epitaxial graphene. Extremely small strains of ~ 0.025% were
also demonstrated in ref. [5] by Raman spectroscopy measurements. 
To investigate the effects of such local strains induced by graphene curvature, we assume a simple
model that the strain is maximum at the step edges and gradually release in two sides. Here, we use the
following simple formula to model these strains: 
ε(r )=
εmax
1+(d /d0)
2  (S.5)
where  max is  the  maximum value  of  strain,  d is  the  in-plane  distance  from the  position  r to  the
considered step edge, and d0 characterizes the strain release distance. Fig. S1 shows a typical picture of
possible strain gradients induced by graphene curvature, that can be modelled by the above formula.
Fig. S1: Possible local strains induced by curvature in stepped graphene systems.
In next sections 3 and 4, using such the simple model we present an investigation to clarify the effects
of possible local strains mentioned above on the Aharonov-Bohm interference predicted in this work.
93. Tight Binding versus Density Functional Theory calculations
In this  section,  we present  some calculations  demonstrating  the  validity  of  the tight  binding (TB)
Hamiltonian to investigate the curvature-induced local strains in stepped graphene systems by the fit to
the ab initio quantum transport data [6].
Actually, it has been shown by several studies in the literature that a simple pz TB Hamiltonian with
only nearest neighbor interactions can be used to compute very accurately the electronic properties and
electron transport in planar graphene systems. However, the curvature in the stepped graphene systems
can alter their electronic properties, i.e., can induce electron scatterings, especially, when a local strain
occur around the step edges as discussed above. Hence, the validity of the pz TB model is needed to be
examined. To this aim, we performed quantum transport calculations based on density functional theory
(DFT) [6] for stepped graphene systems, which are assumed very large so as to neglect the finite-width
effects and hence  the periodic boundary condition can be applied along Oy axis. 
The  transmission  coefficients  through  stepped  graphene  systems  obtained  for  three  different  ky-
momentum modes around the Dirac point are computed and presented in Fig. S2. Two cases without
and with a local strain (max = 1%) are considered. In agreement with the study in [7] with different
curvature  radius, step heights and step angles, the results obtained without the local in-plane strain
show that  the  effects  of  curvature  on  the  electronic  transport  through the  system is  negligible.  In
particular, for ky = K0, the transmission coefficient exhibits only negligibly small reduction around the
zero energy point, compared to the planar case where it is unity and constant in the considered energy
range. Thus, the curvature does not induce significant electron scatterings and hence, similar to the
planar cases, the pz TB Hamiltonian still works well for these considered stepped graphene systems.
Fig. S2: Electronic transport through stepped 2D graphene systems using DFT calculations: 
strained (with max = 1%) system as described in Fig.S1 versus unstrained one.
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Fig. S3: Electronic transport through stepped 2D graphene system with local strain max = 1%: 
Tight-Binding vs DFT calculations.
When the curvature-induced local strains are introduced, significant electron scatterings at  the step
edges can be observed. Indeed, the transmission coefficient exhibits significant reduction around the
zero energy point for ky = K0 mode and close to the edges of energy gap for other modes K1,2. In order
to compute these effects, the pz TB Hamiltonian must be adjusted. In particular, a model where the
hopping term is determined a function of C-C bond length rij as tij=t 0 exp [β(1−r ij /r0) ] with =3.37
and r0 = 0.142 nm has been demonstrated [8] to compute well the strain effects in graphene. Fig. S3
demonstrates a quite good agreement between the DFT data and results obtained by such strained TB
model. Our calculations show that this strained TB Hamiltonian without any other adjustment is still a
good model for the considered stepped graphene systems with local strains of max ≲ 4%.
 4. Effects of curvature-induced local strains on Aharonov-Bohm interference
In this  section,  we employed the  strained TB model  presented  above to  investigate  the  effects  of
curvature-induced local strains in the Aharonov-Bohm interferometers predicted in this work.  
The conductance as a function of Fermi energy obtained at zero magnetic field is presented in Fig. S4.
Similar to the results presented in section 3, the considered local strain can induce electron scatterings
and affect significantly the transport through the system, leading to the conductance reduction. 
The effects of such strains on the predicted Aharonov-Bohm interference are investigated and presented
in Fig. S5. It is however shown that the effects on the conductance oscillations in the quantum Hall
regime are relatively weaker than those observed in the low field one. This can be explained as follows.
In the low field regime, the electron transport is essentially due to “bulk states”, which transmit across
the step edges (i.e., zones of local strains) and hence undergo strong back-scatterings as described in
the top-right image of Fig.S5. In the quantum Hall regime, the presence of these locally strained zones
however affects the transport picture differently. In particular, when a high magnetic field with B < S
is applied, opposite edge states are formed in terrace and facet zones (in two sides of the step edges)
and electrons transmitting through the system have to follow trajectories as described in the bottom-
11
right image of Fig.S5, i.e., when reaching the step edges, electrons transmit along (not directly across,
as in the zero-field case) these edges. This can eliminate the scatterings induced by the considered local
strains and explain their weak effects in the quantum Hall regime, compared to those in the low field
one. Hence, within the range of experimentally reported strains discussed above, the considered local
strains even though alter but does not strongly perturb the predicted Aharonov-Bohm interference.
Fig. S4: Conductance as a function of energy at zero magnetic field with different curvature-induced
strains. The  strain release distance d0 ≈ 11 nm while other parameters are as in Fig.2 of the main text.
Fig. S5: Conductance as a function of magnetic field at EF = 75 meV and with different 
curvature-induced strains. Parameters are as in Fig.S4. Right panels illustrate the 
electron transport pictures at low and high magnetic fields.
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Certainly, the effects of these local strains on the Aharonov-Bohm interference can be enlarged and
significant  when  much  larger  strain  gradients  occur,  for  instance,  when  external  stresses  are
additionally applied.
5. Effects of edge disorder in graphene nanoribbons
Similar to the surface roughness in many nanoscale systems of conventional semiconductors, the edge
disorder (i.e., edge roughness) is often a practical issue for graphene ribbons [9-19]. The edge disorder
has been shown to affect strongly the electronic transport through graphene ribbons, especially, when
their width reaches the nanoscale regime.
Fig. S6: Graphene ribbon with edge disorder.
To investigate the effects of edge disorder, there were two models  widely used in the literature. In
particular, the disordered edges can either be generated by randomly removing the edge atoms with a
certain probability [11-14] or are modeled using auto-correlation functions [15-19]. These models have
been demonstrated to interpret well the electronic properties of GNRs in experiments with a wide range
of disorder level [9-19]. Here, the effects of edge disorder are examined using both two models. In the
latter  case,  the edge disorder  is  generated by a  Gaussian autocorrelation function,  particularly,  the
variation of ribbon width W is effectively described as
⟨δW (x)δW (x+Δ x )⟩=W rms
2 exp(−Δ x22ξ2 ) (S.6)
where Wrms is  the rms value charactering the disorder strength and  represents the correlation length.
A typical picture of edge disordered graphene ribbons is illustrated in Fig. S6. The effects of edge
disorder generated by a Gaussian autocorrelation function are presented in Fig. 4 of the main text and
the results obtained in the systems by randomly removing edge atoms are displayed in Fig. S7.
Actually, two main features are found with both disorder models.
First, in the case of semiconducting GNRs, the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations obtained at high magnetic
fields (B-fields) are shown to be much more robust under the effect of the considered disorders than the
zero-field transport.  This can be explained by a fascinating feature that different from the zero-field
case (see Figs.S8 (a,d)), the forward and backward edge channels are spatially separated in the quantum
Hall regime (see Figs.S8 (b-c, e-f)) while the scatterings at the disordered edges do not allow electrons
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to  transmit  across  the  sample.  As  a  consequence,  the  edge  disorder  effects  do  not  contribute
significantly to backscatterings in the considered stepped systems, i.e.,  the dominant mechanism of
backscattering is still interaction between edge states in zones of opposite normal  B-fields and hence
strong Aharonov-Bohm oscillations are still achieved.
Fig. S7: (a,b) Conductance as a function of B-field at EF = 75 meV computed for semiconducting (Nz =
324) and metallic (Nz = 326) GNR systems, respectively, with θS = 60°, θB =30°, LF  nm and 
W 40nm. In the edge disordered systems, 15% of edge atoms are randomly removed.
Second, as presented in Fig.4 of the main text and in Fig. S7, there is a significant difference between
semiconducting and metallic GNR systems with perfect edges, i.e., the  Aharonov-Bohm oscillation is
relatively weak in the metallic cases, compared to the results obtained in semiconducting ones. The
14
edge disorder  however  strengthens  the  Aharonov-Bohm oscillation  in  metallic  GNR systems,  thus
eliminating the difference mentioned. 
Fig. S8: Edge disorder effects on electron propagation in planar graphene ribbons: left-injected LDOS
(a,b,d,e) and total  LDOS (c,f). Magnetic fields B = 0 in (a,d) and 25 T in (b,c,e,f) while carrier energy
E = 75 meV. Perfect and disordered edges are considered in (a,b,c) and (d,e,f), respectively. 
Fig. S9: Conductance as a function of B-field at EF = 75 meV obtained in stepped systems of a zigzag
GNR with θS = 60°, θB =30°, LF  72 nm and W 40 nm. The disordered edge systems are generated
by the Gaussian autocorrelation function (S.6) with Wrms  0.6 nm and  nm.
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Note  additionally  that  a  picture,  similar  to  those obtained in  the  metallic  armchair  GNRs,  is  also
observed in zigzag GNR systems, i.e., the Aharonov-Bohm oscillation is relatively weak for perfect
edges but the effect is much more pronounced when edge disorder is introduced (see Fig. S9).
6. Multi sub-bands contribution
In this section, we analyze the effects of multi sub-bands contribution on the predicted Aharonov-Bohm
oscillation in more detail. As it has been demonstrated in nanorings [20,21] and also in graphene p-n
junctions [22], the Aharonov-Bohm interference has an inherent property that the strong oscillation of
conductance can be observed in the low energy regime where only a single band is obtained. In the
regime of  high energies  when multi  energy bands can  contribute to  the transport,  the interference
picture  can  be  significantly  blurred.  A similar  feature  is  also  observed  in  the  Aharonov-Bohm
interferometers considered here.
Fig. S10: Conductance as a function of Fermi energy at B = 20 T obtained in stepped systems of an
armchair GNR with LF  110 nm and W 0 nm. The stepped angle S = 60° while three directions of
B-field are considered. E1T(F) indicates the first Landau level formed in the terrace (facet) zone.
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Indeed,  as  shown in  Fig.  S10 and Fig.  5  of  the  main  text,  strong conductance  oscillations  in  all
considered  cases  are  observed  in  the  regime EF≤min(E1
T , E1
F) where E1
T ,F are  the  first  Landau
levels formed in the terrace and facet zones, respectively, at high magnetic fields. In Fig. S11, the
energy bands of an armchair  GNR under  the effect  of magnetic  field are  presented.  When a high
magnetic field is applied, the energy bands of GNR are strongly modified and the Landau quantization
is observed as seen in the right panel of Fig.S11. This  Landau quantization (i.e., energy levels E0,1,2,...)
obeys the well-known formula [23]
En=sign(n)√2 e ℏ v F2 |n|B⟂ (S.7)
where vF is the Fermi velocity in graphene. The energy levels E1T and E1F mentioned above are hence
determined as E1
T=√2eℏ vF2 B|sinθB| and E1F=√2 e ℏ v F2 B|sin (θS−θB)|.
Fig. S11: Energy bands of the armchair GNR of  W 0 nm under the effect of magnetic field. Energy
levels En (n=0,1,2,...) in the right panel represent the Landau quantization at a high B-field [23].
In the high energy regime, the effects of multi sub-bands contribution, similar to those observed in
graphene  and  phosphorene  nanorings  [20,21]  and  mentioned  above,  are  clearly  demonstrated  in
Fig.S10  (see  the  zones  highlighted  in  yellow).  In  general,  the  Aharonov-Bohm  oscillations  are
significantly blurred by such contribution when EF>min (E1
T , E1
F), as illustrated in both Fig. S10 here
and Fig.5 of the main text. In the cases if E1T  E1F (e.g., B = 15° and 45°), some oscillations can still
be well defined in the range between these two values (see Fig. S10 for B = 15°).
The features presented here explain clearly the results presented and discussed in Fig.5 of the main text.
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